
Manifesto 

Sports Secretary 

I, Prajwal Raut (200020106), if selected as a Sports Secretary of Hostel 9, propose to do the 

following: 

INITIATIVES 

 To introduce a tag system with respect to wings allotting specific points based on different 

factors and at the end declare one of the wings as the wing of Champions along with the 

prizes in common.(Aim- To increase the participation in the events. 

 Conduct more of the online gaming competitions like CS-go and BGMI and run on the 

youtube channel(if not then create) 

GENERAL CHAMPIONSHIP 

 To maintain the points in the particular sports which we had been winning since last years. 

 To try and bring freshmen and connect them with the seniors so they get some help. 

 Ensure that all the people know about the glory of the hostel in order to motivate them to 

participate in the events.  

 Provide good quality practice equipment and first aid boxes. 

 Proper publicity of events and team selection updates through notice boards, Facebook posts, 

and WhatsApp stories. 

 Conduct proper team meets, practice sessions, and fair trials at least 2 weeks before the main 

event. 

 Ensure Proper bonding between the team players and trainer as well. 

 Bring in crowd to cheer up by giving some incentives in important matches 

 If there is a clash of slot of any player then try to change the timings of the match. 

 Provide meals or refreshments during match days and practice sessions. 

INTRA HOSTEL EVENTS 

 Ensure the reach of the PLUTOFESTA and ensure proper participation. 

 Ensure that all the students knows about what event is going in the hostel . 

 More intra hostel competitions like carrom, chess and online games like BGMI. 

MAINTENANCE 

 Make Sure that people are getting enough slots for practicing and equipments are available in 

good quantity. 

 Inspections of Gym equipments on a regular basis. 

 Ensuring proper utilization of equipments available and buying new equipments as and when 

needed and not compromising the quality. 

AS A COUNCIL MEMBER 

 Work alongside of council whenever in need and make sure that the participation in any 

event is not less. 

 Will always try and reach whenever any council member or any student from hostel needs me. 

CREDENTIALS 

 Played State level football and divisional level cricket, athletics. 

 Head of sports committee of my school members comprising even seniors. 


